
1.	 Introduction

1.1 Integrated Circuit Trends

The increased complexity available Irom integrated circuits with passing
time has a significant influence on the design of digital computer Systems,
Integrated circuits (known as chips), where an entire circuit is manufactured
in a single piece of silicon, first appeared around1960. At that time, the chip
size and transistor dimensions were such- that only a few simple gates
offering primitive logic functions such as not, nand, nor etc. could be
accommodated; this level of integration is called small scale integration
(SSI).

Improvements in the processing techniques in subsequent years have
resulted in a steadily increasing chip area and a -progressively reducing
future size. This has allowed a complexity increase of approximately one
hundred every ten years. Thus by 1970, medium scale integrated (MSI)
circuits with about a thousand transistors appeared, while by 1980 large scale
integrated (LSI) circuits of approximately one hundred thousand devices
were possible. At this irate, chips capable of containing around ten million
components should be available to the designer by 1990. There is every
confidence that this projection of several .million transistors per chip is
realistic. This level of integration is very large scale integration (VLSI).

The capability of integrated circuits has reached the point where an entire
system can be integrated, rather than just some small portion of it. As the
chip content becomes more complex, the problem of producing a correct
design at the first attempt within an acceptable time scale becomes
increasingly difficult. This is highlighted by Barron's corollary to Moores
second low which suggests that the design of a million transistors will take
thirty men ten years! With such integrated systems, the complexity and
management of-the design is dominating all other problem areas.

1.2 Choice of Technology

Although other materials are available fOr manufacturing integrated Circuits,
such as silicon-on-saprphire, gallium arsenide etc., there is a considerable
cost penalty involved in their use. Thus silicon remains and is likely to . stay)
the most economically effective way of implementing VLSI.
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Two distinct types technology are fabricated- in silicon based upon the
bipolar junction transistor and the metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS)'
transistor. Since the processing for these technologies is very different. it is
not practical to mix them within a chip or in a wafer of chips.

MOS logic occupies a much smaller area of silicon than the euavalant
bipolar logic. This is partly due to a smaller device size and partly due to the
fact that MOS structures require fewer components. Thus MOS technologies
has a much higher potential packing density.
• An MOS logic circuit requires appreciably less current and hence
less-power than its bipolar counterpart. However, bipolar circuit operate
faster than MOS circuits. Even so, the speed-power product for MOS logic
compare favorably with that for bipolar logic; this product is used as a figure
of merit to compare logic families, since greater speed can. usually be
obtained at the expense of increased current consumption and therefore
increased power dissipation.
Thus, for example. The popular commercially available dipolar logic family,
low-power Schottky transistor- transistor logic (LS-TTL), has a typical seed
(propagation delay) of 10 ns and a quiescent (static) power dissipation of 2
mW for a two-input nand gate, giving a speed-power product of 20 pJ. This
compares with the some function in the commercially available MOS logic
family, complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (COMS), which has a
typical propagation delay of 40 as and a static power dissipation of 10 nW.
giving 0.0004pJ as the speed-power product.

The structure of an MOS transistor Is much simpler than that for bipolar
devices and this makes its manufacturing process easier. This in turn should
result in fewer faults occurring in fabrication and hence increase the number
of working chips compared with the number obtain in a similar area from
bipolar technology. The greater yield of good chips offered by MOS
technology is of importance, since a higher proportion of Chips do not
function correctly owing to manufacturing defects.

MOS technology also offer the advantage of .being Able to implement
dynamic logic, where stases are stored temporarily on capacitance inherent
in the circuit structure; this leads to further reductions in area and power, and
such circuits are obviously important in the cotext of VLSI, It is not possible
to implement dynamic logic in bipolar technology and thus MOS offers a
greater choice of design implementations.

Thus in terms of area, power dissipated, yield and flexibility, MOS
technology is superior to bipolar technology. Furthermore, of the two
technologies only MOS is capable of realising VLSI. It is therefore the
technology chosen for use in this text.

Although at present bipolar transistors are faster that MOS devices, this
situation is likely to charge in the future. The speed of an MOS transistor is
depended upon its size. This speed in increasing with time, owing to
fabrication advances which continue to reduce the surface future size. The
speed of a bipolar device is dependent upon a vertical dimension (defining
the base width)
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which is near its (quantam) limit for the fastest transistors. As a result, it is
likely that the speed improvement of biploar technology in the future will be
small compared with that achievable in MOS. so  by 1990, MOS speeds are
forecast to match those of the fastest biploar technology, and gate delays for
simple function should be better that 500ps.

Within MOS technology, them are two main logic families available to
the designer and both are described in this book. The NMOS logic family is
based upon n-chanil MOS transistors while COMS requires both n-channel
and p-channel MOS transistors. The NMOS process is simpler than that for
CMOS since only one transistor type is involved. In addition, NMOS logic
structures require fewer devices and occupy (about 60 pet cent) less area
than the equivalent COMS circuit. Despite this, CMOS is likely to be
eventually the design medium for VLSI as it requires much less power than
NMOS and its circuit speed is superior so that of NMOS. The additional area
required by CMOS is not thought to be a limitation of VLSI realisation. This
is because it is likely that most of the chip area will be required for
interconnections and therefore circuits will occupy a relatively small area.

1.3 Design Approaches
There are three approaches to implementing digital design. The first is to
design with chips which are available 'off the shelf from manufacturers.
Although there is a wide range of SSI, MSI and LSI devices available in
silicon and other technologies, the designer is limited to the integrated
circuits on offer. Often, there is a trade-off between using a few MSI and LSI
chips which do not Include some required features and using many SSI and
MSI devices which exactly perform the task required. In both cases, the
availability of specific functions influences the resulting design.

The most efficient Implementation of a design from the viewpoint of
functionally, space and power is to Integrate it. Here, the designer has total
control over the chip function including the specification of the content of
each layer manufactured in silicon. Now, the only limitation of the chip
content, in principle, is the designer's imagination! this second design
approach is refereed to as full custot1 design and. for LSI/VLSI designs,
MOS technology is used.

Full custom design has associated overheads of the design time plus
development and manufacturing costs; these are considerable. These
overheads are largely avoided by the third approach which is semi-custom
design in the form of the uncommitted logic array (ULA). Here the silicon is
preformed as a set of uncommitted logic cells, each of which can be
configured to perform a variety of simple logic functions. The designer thus
only needs to specify the cell inter- connections and the cell configuration to
provide a user-specified function. Thus the only significant time and costs
involved are- those associated with the inter- connection layer(s).
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Although this approach clearly dose not yield the same efficiency or flexi-
bility as full custom, it is useful as relatively fast and cheap method of
costuming. ULAs are often used in Preference to incorporating a group of
standard SSI and MSI chips in designs; this is particularly cost-effective if
many such parts are required. Although bipolar ULAs are available, most
arrays use CMOS Technology.
It is full custom design which Offers the potential to realise a VLSI circuit
that is totally defined by the designer. It is therefore the different design
phases involved in committing a full custom MOS circuit on to silicon
which forms the subject matter of this book. It should be noted that since
MOS semi-custom circuits, with their fixed logic types and placement, can
be regarded as a sub-set of full custom design. The text is also applicable to.
this form of design.

1.4 The Design Process

The design methodology adopted for all digital design is that of a top-down,
hierarchical approach.('Here the design is divided into a number of distinct
levels where each level is derived from the information in the level above it.
In this way,a design progresses from tI11Thtia1 system specification to its
actual implementation) Thus, at each level down in the hierarchy(the design
becomes a progressively more detailed description of how t'tem
specification is to be implemented. )

The different levels in the hierafchy for a full custom design me shown
figure 1.1 System design is performed at the highest level. Thistakes the
system specification and translates it into a block diagram of the architecture.
The diagram shows the system's functional blocks, such as cache memory,
register arithmetic blocks, logic blocks etc., and their interconnecting data
paths.

In a complex system, the architecture cannot be directly derived from the
system specification and the system design stage itself requires a top-down
design approach. This begins by defining the units and communicating data
paths which comprise the system. Each unit is then taken in turn partition
into communicating sub-units, which in their turn are expanded. In this way.
large system is progressively partitioned and defined until the design is
sufficiently detailed for the architecture to be drawn.

(An important feature of a design is the ability to be able to test it, in order
to veril5, that it operates correctly providing such a test capability is an
'integraipart of any chip design) Its inclusion may well involve additional
Eircuitry and influence the logical design. For these reasons, the test strategy
should be determined at the highest level in the, design hierarchy. Testing is
put of the style, design and should be appended to the design at some lower
in the-hierarchy as an afterthought!

At the system design level, the architecture is checked aping the system
specification to ensure that all required hardware features and data paths
have	 ,
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Figure 1.1 Top-down design hierarchy for full custom design

been included. It is also usual to check that the required number of input and
output pins can be accommodated around the chip periphery. However, other
feasibility checks of this nature are difficult since the silicon area occupied
by architectural blocks, is not known at this stage. Nevertheless, it is usual to
perform a tough block placement. This is checked for feasibility later when
the areas can be estimated from design work at the circuit level.

At the next level down in the hierarchy, the architectural blocks we
expanded into logic diagrams.(Hre each item drawn represents a particular
logic function, such as a gate. Control and timing logic is also inc1ud at
this level. Logic simulation can be used toveftfy that the logic functions
orrect!y..and perfórirs the tasks required by the system specification.)These

test routines 'can also be used at a later date for performing functional tests
on the fabritated chip.
The next level down is the circuit design. Here the logic is translated into
circuits with dimensions assigned to the transistors. The circuit diagrams are
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often drawn as stick diagram rather than with conventional transistor
symbols. A stick diagram is a pictorial representation of the circuit in terms
of the lines andconnections required at each layer of the -silicon. It is thus
more detailed than a transistor circuit and it assists the translation process to
the next level down in the hierarchy.

At the circuit design level, the logic is implemented with simple, regular
transistor sutures wherever possible. Circuit simulation can verify the design
at this level and provide an indication of the power dissipation and speed. By
combining the stick diagram with the-fabrication rules for the geometric
layout, the size of each circuit can be estimated. This allows the designer to
check that the design can be accommodated on the chip and that there is
sufficient area left for circuit' interconnections. Unfortunately, it is not until
this level that changes to the system and/or logic may become necessary to
meet a speed or sin (or power) criterion. Clearly, the design process has to be
repeated from the highest level that is modified.

Once the circuit design is correct, translation to the next level down in the
hierarchy can proceed. The circuits we allocated to positions on the silicon
and geometric shapes are generated for each silicon layer corresponding to
the circuits end their interconnect ions. (Jf stick diagram have been used then a
&eometric layout can be derived from than by just 'fleshing out' their lines.
The layout is also checked azalnst the circuit design to çonflrm that circuit
details have been correctly translated to theiower ]evel,)The layout k also
checked for violations of the fabrication process layout rules.

After the layout stage. the design normally passes out of the designer's
hands. The data representation of the geometric layout is normally used to
produce a (Photographic) mask of each silicon layer. The masks are then
used at the different production stage of the fabrication process to produce
the specified chip.

1.5 Organization and Notation

This book treats the design of a silicon chip in term of the hierarchical
structure of figure 1.1 and aim to give the reader an understanding of the
principles involved at each level of the design hierarchy. However, in -order
to approach the design of the upper levels of the hierarchy, it is necessary to
appreciate the limitations and desi gn considerations of the lower levels. Thus
the organization of this text is from the bottom upwards rather than the
top-down approach described k the previous section.

Consequently, this book commences at the circuit design Level with a
description in chapter 2 of the MOS transistor's operation and its use in
simple logic circuit. The next level down in the hierarchy is considered in
chapter 3 where the design rules for do,geometric layout of circuits are
preceded by a description of the fabrication process.
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This enables the higher levels of the hierarchy to be discussed. Chapter 4
describes the implementation of logic and storage elements using. Where
possible, simple repetitive circuits. Chapter 5 discusses the system
considerations that are associated with the highest level, in the design
hierarchy.

Finally, a design example is described in chapter 6 using a
top-down design approach. It is hoped that this will give the reader a greater
insight into the design principles involved at each Level in the hierarchy and
of the interaction between levels.

Throughout the text, the discussion of logic circuits assumes. Positive logic
that is, the voltage level for a logic '1' is greater than the voltage level for a
logic '0'. Thus a high input/output is a' 1', while a low input/output is a '0'.
Similarly, an active or applied input is a '1'. While an inactive input or -an
input which is removed is a'0'.

1.6 Further reading

D. J. Kinniment, 'Component tecirnology - the next 10 years', State of the
Art Report - Supercomputer Systems Technology, Series 10. No. 6. pp.
317-33, Pergamon, 1982.

W. W. Lattin, J. A. Bayliss, D. L. Budde, J. R. Rattner and W. S.
Richardson, 'A methodology for VLSI chip design'. Lambda (now VLSI
Design), No. 2 (1981)pp.34-44.
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2 MOS Devices and Basic Circuit

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the operation of the different types of
MOS devices available and then to develop the characteristic equations which
describe their behaviour. This enables the simple circuits which form the basis
of MOS digital circuit design to be presented.

2.1 The MOS Structure

An insight into the behaviour of an MOS device can be gained by considering its
structure, and figure 2.1 shows the structure of an n-channel or NMOS transistor.

Figure 2.1 N!40S transistor structure

The basis of the transistor is a metal-oxide-semjconcjucto, structure, hence
the name M. The device input is called the 'gate'. Originally this was a metal
plate, although nowadays it is usually made of polycrystalline silicon (commonly
called poly or polysilicon). The oxide is very pure silicon dioxide and it separates
the gate from the semiconductor material; it acts as an insulator.

The semiconductor is pure silicon which has been doped with relatively small
amounts of an impurity such that the impurity atoms can easily replace silicon
atoms in the regular, fixed crystal structure. Pure silicon is not a good conductor
at room temperature as there are very few electrons of negative charge which

8
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acqu&ge a high enough energy to break away from the silicon atoms. The electrons
which escape are free to move about the material and are referred to as 'free
charge carriers'. They leave a vacancy or hole in the parent atom which now has a
net positive charge. Other electrons of lower energy move to 1111 these vacancies
and this movement of free carriers is equivalent to the movement of holes of
positive charge.

An n-type semiconductor is obtained by doping pure silicon with an Impurity
possessing one more electron (in the outermost orbit) than silicon. This electron
is only loosely bound to the impurity jeom and can easily acquire enough energy
to break away, leaving the fixed impurity atom positively charged. The freed
electrons form the majority of free charge in the material, significantly reducing
its resistivity below that of pure silicon. A few free holes still exist and these are
referred to as the 'minority charge carrier'. This is depicted in figure 2.2a.

A p-type semiconductor arises when the Impurity atoms have one fewer
electron in the outer orbit than does silicon. There is thus a vacancy for an extra
electron and electrons move to fill these vacancies, causing the fixed impurity
atoms to become negatively charged. This electron extraction is equivalent to
the injection of positive holes. Thus the majority of free charge camera are holes
and the minority charge carriers are electrons (see figure 21b).
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Figure 22 Charge within doped semiconductor: (a) n-type. (b) p-type

The semiconductor material of figure 2.1 consists of a lightly doped p-type
substrate and heavily doped n-type regions, denoted n4 and called the source
and the drain, which are located at each end of the gate. Conventionally, the
drain is the device output terminal and the source is the terminal that is common
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to both the Input and output circuits. It is therefore usual to specify the device's
input voltage as VD. meaning V. - P 1. and its output vohige as V 1. meaning
Va —

A terminal Is connected to the bulk substrate and In NMOS this is always con-
nected to the most negative voltage available. This is so that the diodes formed
by the substrate-source and substrate-drain pn junctions are always reverse
biased and hence never conduct.

2.2 Conduction

To make the transistor conduct, appropriate voltages have to be applied to the
terminals. Figure 2.3 shows the effect of applyingapositive bias to the gate and
drain with the source and bulk substrate tied to GV.

'dl

- t 	 l,wl	 I
Oxide I 7.iv,V0

Depletion region
lnv*rionI

Ichannel	 p-type substrate

Vb -0 V

Figure 2.3 Conduction in an NMOS transistor

Although the conductivity of the semiconductor is less than that of the
metal, it can nevertheless be considered to be a conducting material. Thus in
figure 2.3, the oxide acts as an insulator between two conductors, so 'he struc-
ture resembles that of a capacitor.

The application of a positive-gate bias with respect to the source causes a
positive charge to accumulate on the metal and an equal negative charge, supplied
by the source and the drain, to be induced in the semiconductor surface just
beneath the oxide. This charge is in addition to the existing charge. If the
induced charge is small then it only causes the surface layer to become less
p-type than the bulk. If. however, the charge induced is large enough then the
surface layer. inverts (romp-type to n-type, as shown in figure 2.3. There is now
a continuous eledtron chinnet fro .m the drain to the source, and current flows if
there is a bias between them. In figure 2.3, current flows from the drain to the
source as the drain potential is higher than that of the source.
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A region depleted of free charge carriers separates all p-type regions from
n.type and prevents conduction of reverse-biased pn junctions. Hence the device
conduction path is isolated from the bulk substrate by a depletion region and
this effect is also used to provide isolation between devices. Note that since
the depletion width is dependent upon the junction reverse voltage, the deple-
tion region is wider around the drain than around the source.

The device conduction path Is also Isolated from the gate by the oxide. Thus
it follows that all the current flowing Into the drain flows out of the source; this
current is referred to as

2.3 Threshold Voltage

The input potential V,, at which the surface just becomes inverted is called the
threshold voltage .V. Below the threshold voltage an NMOS transistor is off and
no Current flows, while above the threshold the inversion channel is established
and the device conducts.

A detailed analysis of the magnitude of the threshold voltage is complex and.
beyond the scope of this book. However, the factors determining V, can be
appreciated from a consideration of the excess charge within an NMOS device
when the inversion layer Is established. This is depicted In figure 2.4.

Metal 0,

Surface states 0,.

Inversion
channet	 D.petion region Q,

Figure 2.4 Excess charge within conducting NMOS transistor

The surface state charge Q_ represents positive charge trapped at the oxide-
semiconductor interface as a result of imperfections at this surface. This, plus
the gate charge 05 , must equal the induced charge in the Inversion channel Q...,
plus the impuTity atom charge Qd in the depletion region. Thus	 -
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Q. + Q9 = Q+ Qd

When the surface is just at the point of inversion, Q 0 and

V, =	
= Qd - Q.

Cs 	 C1

where C. is the capacitance across the insulator.
In practice, Vt has to overcome some in-built potential differences before the

transistor is brought to the edge of conduction. As a result, another two voltage
terms have to be included in the above expression for V1. Vdif represents the
voltage arising as a result of the difference between the gate and the semicon-
ductor material. Since silicon gates are used nowadays, Vd1 r is small. The other
voltage term, V, is the voltage across the depletion region just at the point of
inversion; it is dependent upon the impurity concentration and is usually less
than I volt. Thus

Qd (21)C.

The last three terms can be regarded as constant potentials, while Q4 is
dependent upon transistor parameters and the applied voltages. In particular,
Qd is dependent upon the impurity concentration of-the semiconductor material
beneath the oxide. This provides a mechanism for adjusting the threshold
voltage.

For an NMOS device the first two terms of equation (2.1) are positive and
the last two negative, allowing the threshold to be made either positive or nega-
tive by suitable doping. The threshold is positive (usually I V) if the semicon-
ductor surface between the source and the drain is heavily doped with a p-type
impurity; sucha device is off when the gate-source voltage is 0 V and is referred
to as an 'enhancement mode NMOS transistor'.

The threshold can be made negative (typically —4 V) by doping the semi-
conductor surface with an ntype impurity. This has the effect of making the
surface n-type, a1thouh the bulk semiconductor remains p-type. Thus even with
VIX = 0 V, the channel region is inverted and the device is on; an NMOS device
which is on when V. is 0 V is called an NMOS depletion mode transistor'. Here,
it is necessary to apply a negative gate-source voltage in order to repelelectrons
from the surface and turn the device off.

As well as NMOS devices, there are p-channel or PMOS transistors where the
substrate is n .type and the drain and the source are heavily doped p-type regions.
The substrate is connected to the most positive voltage available so that the
drain-substrate and source-substrate pn junctions are always reverse biased A
negative ate-source\'oltage causes holes to be attracted to and electrons to he
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repelled from the semiconductor surface just beneath the oxide. This surface
inverts to p-type if a sufficiently negative V. is applied.

Consideration of the excess charge in a PMOS device results in an expression
similar to equation (2.1), except that all four terms are negative. Again, the
threshold voltage can be adjusted by altering the impurity doping level in the
surface beneath the oxide. However, logic circuits require only PMOS enhance-
ment devices. These are fabricated with a negative, threshold (normally —1 V)
and are off when V'OV.

Thresholds are quoted for transistors assuming a source-substrate voltage of
0 V. Changing the substrate voltage causes the threshold to change, and this
effect Is known as the 'body effect'. In NMOS devices, taking the substrate
voltage negative of the source causes the depletion region surrounding the con-
duction path to widen and thus increases Qd As a result, Vt has to be increased
to bring the transistor to the edge of conduction. If Vto Is defined as the thres-
hold when the source-substrate voltage V,,, is 0 V, then the modified threshold
Yi to take into account the body effect Is

Vt = Vt0 +-y(V,)1P

is a constant dependent upon transistor parameters and tends to lie between
0.3 and 0.7 for MOS transistors. It is usual to use a value of 0.5 in calculations.

Similar reasoning for a PMOS transistor shows that increasing the substrate
voltage above the source potential causes the threshold to become more negative.

2.4 'th versus Vd, Characteristic for NMOS Devices

Figure 2.5 shows the symbols used in this book to denote MOS transistors. It
is assumed that the substrate of NMOS devices is tied to the most negative voltage
available and a PMOS substrate to the most positive available voltage. Thus this
connection is usually omitted from circuit diagrams.

V.H 

Vd	
v.H1 

Vd

	

VITT 

V.

Vd
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(b)
	

(c)

V.

Figure2.5 Symbols for MOS transistors: (a) enhancement mode NMOS.
(b) depletion mode NMOS. (c) enhancement mode PMOS
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Consider an NMOS device. When V, <V1 the transistor is off, regardless of
the dram voltage; the device does not conduct and no current flows. The device
conducts when V. V1 , and if a constant Vp is applied then the resulting 'th
versus Vd, curve can be split into two regions.

(a) Resistive Region

Here, Vth < V1,- V. The voltage across the insulator at the source is V and
at the drain is Vgd (meaning V. - Vd). Although the voltage across the insu.
lator is not constant, a voltage in excess of Vi exits at all points across the
oxide, causing the formation of a continuous inversion channel between the
drain and the source. It will be assumed that the iIicrese in voltage along the
channel from the drain to the source is linear with distance.

The device structure therefore resembles an infinite number of capacitances
between the drain and source, each one having a diffeiènt voltage across it and
therefore a different charge from its neighbours. The total charge induced in the
channel is the sum of the charge induced on each of these capacitances.

Consider one of these capacitances of length dx situated at a distance x metres
from the drain, as shown in figure 2.6.

-	 -	 L

Figure 2.6 Elemental capacitor between source and drain

The channel width and length are W and L metres respectively. Thus the
capacitance. C larads. of the structure shown in figure 2.6 is
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C =' Wedr

D

where e is the permittivity of the insulator in farads/metre and D is the thickness

of the oxide in metres. The voltage v in excess of V1 across this capacitor is

v = (V5d + - V - Vj = (Y - V61 + - V, - V1)

Thus the charge,q coulombs, induced on this capacitor is

Wedx 
(V5, - Vd, + V - V1)

q 7 Cy

The total charge Q induced in the channel is

Ql(V,3_ Vd5 + 1 V61 - Vjdx

= eWL(VVi)-

Now Q =:J, where t is the time in seconds for an electron to move across the
channel and

channel lengthL

electron velocity

p, is the electron velocity per unit electric field (measured in metre2fvolt-second)
and is called the 'electron mobility'. Thus the electron velocity in the channel is

pV61/L. Hence the current 'di in amps is

Q - two. 1	 22
LD

'7L' t)V61 _ _-j 	(.)

For a constant V. '61 increases with an increase in V61 , as shown in figure

2.7. it should be noted that at drain-source voltages which are very small
 with V 1 - V, the equation for the channel current reduces to

'di	 (V - V)V
LD

giving 3 linear relationship between Id, and Vds for a constant V,.
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Figure 2.7 I . versus Vth for an NM OS transistor

(b) Saturation

In this region Vth> V — V1 . As the drain voltage rises, the voltage across the
insulator at the drain drops, and at Vth - Vt it is V. This is the voltage
necessary to just support inversion, and this point on the I4 versus 1'd charac-
teristic is called 'pinch-off'. At this point, the inversion channel ends just at the
drain. As Vd, increases beyond pinch-off, the point at which inversion ceases
moves away from the dram as shown in figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 Inversion channel beyond pinch-off
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The voltage difference along the inversion channel from the source to where
it ceases is V1,3 - V1 ,and the excess potential Vd.  V, + V5 is dropped between
the end of the inversion channel and the drain. This creates a high electric field
across this very short distance and the electrons from the inversion channel are
quickly swept across this area to the drain.

At and above pinch-off the voltage between the source and the end of the
inversion channel is constant at V1 - V. The channel length can also be con-
sidered to be constant (equal to L). Thus the current flow is constant and the
device is said to be 'saturated'. Replacing V by V - V in equation (2.2),
'th becomes

'ds !!(V_ V)2	 (23)

The I,.. versus Vd characteristic for a constant V. is shown in figure 2.7. In
practice, there is a slight increase In current with increasing Vth above pinch-
off, as , a result of the reduction in the channel length.

2.5 Characteristic Equation for PMOS Devices

A PMOS enhancement device is off when V11, is 0 V. Here It is necessary to take
the gate voltage negative of the source in order to exceed the negative threshold
and turn the transistor on. It Is thui normal to connect the source terminal to a
positive potential and operate the gate and the drain at voltages equal to or nega-
tive of this potential. Consequently current, 1,d, flows from the source to the
drain in a PMOS device.

A similar analysis to that performed for NMOS devices allows the equations
for I4 versus V,<, to be obtained for the resistive and saturated regions. If the
threshold voltage V5 for PMOS devices (only) is redefined to be the positive
source-gate voltage at which the transistor just turns on, then equations similar
to those for NMOS are obtained. In the resistive region where V,1, < V 1, -

= EPW [(vu - V) Vad - 	 (2A)

Pinch-off occurs when V d = V5, - V5 and for V,d> V1, - V, the device is
saturated. At and above pinch-off
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'sd	 V,)'
	

(2.5)

PP is the hole velocity per unit electric field and is known as the 'hole mobility'.
It is two to three times-less than p,. Since the current flow is proportional to the
carrier mobility, an NMOS transistor will conduct more current than a PMOS
device of similar size. This can be seen in figure 2.9 which shows characteristic
curves for PMOS and NMOS transistors if typical values are assumed for the
parameters.

The speed of a circuit is dependent upon the rate at which circuit capacitances
can be charged and discharged. This in turn is dependent upon the current avail-
able from devices within the design. The current capability of PMOS devices can
be made equal to that for NMOS devices by increasing their size to compensate
for the difference between hole and electron mobility. However, these larger
devices require a greater silicon area and have an increased circuit capacitance.
For this reason, NMOS devices are used in preference to PMOS in circuit design.
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Now that the characteristics of MOS devices have been established, their use in
some basic circuits can be discussed. The inverter will be considered first as,
although it is the simplest logic function that can be implemented, it often forms
the basis of more complex circuits;

Figure .2.10 illustrates the principles involved in designing an inverter. It
consists of a digital switch S which Is closed if a high input voltage is applied and
is open for a low input voltage. The switch output is connected via a load to the
power rail. Thus it input causes the output to be 0 V (low output) and
current flows through the load and the switch. A low input leaves the switch
open and no current flowsin the circuit. As a result, no voltage is dropped across
the load and the output is V9 (high ouiput). I,

In MOS invelier design an n-channel enhancement transistor is used as the
digital switch. This is convenient as it has a positive threshold and a low input
voltage below the device threshold causes the transistor to be off, while a high
input voltage above the threshold causes it to be on.

The load can be implemented in a number of wa ys and in particular by the
use . of an MOS device. This results in a range of inverter circuits, each of which
illustrates different design principles

Many designers learn about bipolar junction transistors before being intro-
duced toMOS devices and in that technology the most common implenico
tation of an inverter uses a resistor as a load Thus a convenient starting point
for a description of MOS inverters is to consider .a circuit which uses a residuE
as the load.	 ..	 .
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V.

Load

Vo

Figure 2.10 Inverter principle

^,/2.7 NMOS Inverter with a Resistor Load

Consider applying a low input of 0 V to the circuit of figure 2.11. This is below
the transistor's threshold voltage, Vi, and the transistor is off. No current flows
and V0 = V. When a high input voltage of V, is applied to the circuit, this is
above the threshold so the transistor is on and current 1d. flows. By choosing the
value of the resistance correctly, V,,, , t can be made much less than Vte so that
the output is low and can drive a succeeding stage.

VP

A

vH
0 

Figure 2.1! NMOS inverter with a resistor load
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In order to see what value of R is required, it is necessary to take typical
values for the parameters. V will be taken as S V since most MOS and bipolar
logic families operate at this voltage. egtJD will be takefl as 3apA/V 2 and V1

as I V. An equal gate width and length are assumed, so the width-to-length ratio
of the transistor, known as the 'aspect ratio', Isifi.

R Is calculated to give a low V0 of 0.3 V, since this gives a reasonable
noise margin between V..t and the gate threshold. Thus Vd, of the transistor
is 0.3 V and, since V is S V, Vd, < V,1, - Vt. and the device is operating in the
resistive region. Equation (2.2) can now be used to find that

Id, 30	 [(S — 1) 0.3 — 0.32	 34.7 ;tA

This current also flows through the resistor. Hence

R	 - V0 = 5-0.3V  = 135.4 k2
'di	 34.7 pA

The silicon area required to implement this resistor is far larger than that for the
transistor (typically by a factor of 300). Thus it is not practical to use a resistor
as a load and so an MOS device is used instead.

2.8 NMOS Inverter with an NMOS Enhancement Transistor Load

This section considers the use of the same transistor type for both the load and
the digital switch, see figure 2.12. TI acts as the switch and is also referred to
as the 'driver'. 12 is the load and its gate is connected to V, in order to maxi-
mise its V. Both transistors have the same threshold V.

'0

Figure 2.12 NMOS inverter with NMOS enhancement load
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When . Y is low, it is less than V1 so transistor TI is off. However, some very
small leakage current flows through TI and 'this is, supplied by 12. Thus T2 is
just brought to the edge of conduction and V- V for T2 is approximately
OV,so

Again, taking V, as 5 V and V1. as 1 V, the high level output voltage is 4 V
if the body effect of 12 is neglected. However, 12's source-substrate voltage is
significant at this magnitude of output voltage and the effect on the threshold
voltage cannot be' ignored. Using the expression for modifying the threshold
voltage (given in section 2.3) with a substrate voltage of 0 V

V =V -v =VP - (V0 +,y( V)0j = 5-[l +

where the body effect constant y has been taken as 0.5. Rearranging yields

(V0 )' /2 = 8- 2 v0

By squaring each side and solving the resulting quadratic equation, the high level
V011 is foànd to be only 3.12 V.

The output from a gate is normally used to drive the input of other gates.
Hence the 'high level input voltage for a gate is 3.12 V. When Vi, is high at this
level, it exceeds Ti's threshold so TI is on and conducts current. This current
is supplied by T2 which is also on. The circuit output is required to be low for a
high input and this can be obtained by selecting suitable widths and lengths for
the gates of the driver and the load transistors. Again, it is appropriate to choose
the gate sizes so that the low level output is 0.3 Vie.

Consider TI with a V, of 3.12 V and a V, ,, t of 0.3 V. Since Ti's source is
at 0 V, its V is 3.12 V and its V1, is 0.3 V. Thus V < V - V, and so Ti
operates in the resistive region. Applying equation (2.2) with an epJD of
30 pA/ V2

Id. of Ti = 30(!Lf(312 - 1)0.3 -	 =() pA
I ,	 Tw )	 2 1	 -

where (W 11L I ) is the aspect ratio of transistor TI.
12 is on and , V& = V. Hence the inequality V> V1, - Vt, is true and T2

is saturated. The gate-'source voltage of 12 is V - V01 and since is low.
the body effect can be neglected. Applying equation (2.3) with a VP of 47 V
yields,'	'
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30 (W2\
Id. ofT2 = 

TJz)47 - 1)
2 =205.4(.'\ pA

where ( W2/L 2 ) is the aspect ratio of 12. 'd. of Ti and 12 are equated to obtain
an inverter ratio k for the circuit

=11.6
(W2/L2)

It is usual to split the inverter ratio obtained between transistors TI and 12
in order to prevent TI from occupying a much larger area than 12. Thus a ratio
of 11.6 would be taken as 12 for convenience and could be split as ( W 1/L ) = 3/1
and(Wa/La) 1/4.

The main drawback of an NMOS enhancement load, apart from the loss of
voltage for high outputs, is the speed of the rising edge of the gate. This can be
appreciated by considering that there is some capacitance Co ld on Vold, and
V,ut is at 0.3 V corresponding to a Vitt 3.12 V. If V11 now switches to 0.3 V.
Ti turns off and V0, t starts to rise. Initially, V11 of 12 is 4.7 V but as V,.t rises,
V,. of 12 decreases and 12's threshold rises (because of the body effect) so that
less current flows in 12. This progressively slows down the rate of charging up
C,, and as V.t approaches 3.12 V, 12 tends to turn off and very little current
flows to finish the charging of 	 For this reason, n.channel depletion devices
are preferred as a l9ad.

2.9 NMOS Inverter with an NMOS Depletion Transistor Load

Referring to figure 2.13, the NMOS depiction tran 2 forms the circuit
load. The depletion threshold Vtd of 12 is negative and since the gate-source
voltage of 12 is zero, 12 is always on.

.When V	 mis low, it is less than the enhancement threshold V of 11 and 11
is 

When
 T2 is on and supplies the very small leakage current of Ti. Since Id. of

12 is negligible, the drain-source voltage of 12 is very small, leading to * V0
of Vi,. Thus there is no high level output voltage loss as with the NMOS enhance-
ment load.

The high level input voltage to a gate is ther,efore V. This exceeds il's
threshold voltage and hence 11 and 12 are both on. Again it is necessary to
choose the gate dimensions of the transistors in order to obtain the desired low

level Taking V..t as 0.3 VIe and V9 as 5 V again, Ti's V,,2 is S V and its
Vd is.3 V. Thus V < V91 - V1 and TI is operating in the resistive region.
Equation (2.2) is 3pplied to cxpress Id, of TI in terms of its aspect ra'
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VP

	

T2

'2

	 V,.-4v

—a..'

V.	 J i	 v,. - iv

ov

Figure 2.13 NMOS inverter with NMOS depletion load

Id, of TI 30(!.)[(5 - 1)0.3 032] = 34.65(!L)4A

12 isonwitha Vof0Vanda Vof V_ V0t 4.7V.Thus V> V—
and 12 is saturated. Equation (2.3) is applied to find T2'1th

2	 G2
Note that e,ur/D for a depletion transistor is typically 25 zA/V2 compared with
30 .rA/V2 for an' NMOS enhancement device (owing to the fact that a depletion
transistor requires additional Impurity doping to define a threshold of —4 V).
Equating the current in TI and 12 yields

k= (W1/L)58
(W2/L2)

For convenience, this inverter ratio wouldbe taken as 6 and split as(W 1 /L) = 311
and MAO =1/2.

It is possible to reduce the inverter ratio and thus the silicon area occupied by
Ti and 1'2 at the expense of areduced noise margin. The lower limit for k is
generally accepted' to be 4 and this allows 0.5 V between the low level V1

and the enhancement threshold. 'However, the author recommends that a value
- of k 6 or greater be adop,ted for practical designs.
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2.10 Edge Tunes for NMOS Inverter with a Depletion Load

The circuit of figure 2.13 represents a practical inverter that can be implemented
in NMOS technology. It is thus worth examining the edge time response of the
gate, as this will indicate the maximum speed of operation and the factors upon
which the speed is dependent.

In the circuit of figure 2.13 the maximum current capability ofT! and T2
is different. This can be seen by considering the saturation currents of the
devices, and it has already-been shown that this current for T2 is 200(W2/L2 ) jzA.
The maximum current through Ti occurs when the gate-source voltage is a
maximum (S V) and the device is saturated. Using equation (2.3)

Maximum I
d, oflt =	 1)2 = 240 (W-1)

2 \L1)

Thus

maximum!45 ofT!	 6(W1 /L 1 ) 6*
maximum!45 of T2 5(W2 /L2 )	 5

Let the total capacitance on the output be C.ut , as shown in figure 2.14.
CO.t arises because of the capacitance of the gate of T2, the source of T2 and
the drain of Ti. In addition, C, includes the capacitance of the connections
between V ut and these transistor terminals. Thus CO3 is proportional to the
silicon area necessary to implement these features. If the minimum length or
width allowable is 6 zm, then a typical value of C.ut for this circuit is 0.1 pF.

Consider that the input is high and that the output has settled to its low level
value of 0.3 V. If the input now changes instantaneously from high to low, then
TI turns off. 12 remains on and supplies current to charge the load capacitance
(see figure 2.14). This causes the output to gradually rise to 5 V. The current
Ic in the capacitor is related to the change in voltage dV00, across it with respect
to time dt by

'C =	
d 'Ou

dt

The rise time is dependent upon the rate at which the capacitance can be charged
during this period. This in turn depends upon the current available from 12.

When the input changes instantaneously from low to high. TI turns en. Both
TI and T2 are on and during the fall time. TI accepts current from T2 and from

as it discharges (see figure 2.14). Since the current in 12 is small compared
with that in TI. the current TI can accept determines the rate at which the
capacitor discharges and hence the fall time.
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It can.there fore be expected that the falling and rising edge times will differ
by a factor equal to the ratio of the current capability of TI and T2. On this
basis, the rising edge time will be 6k/5 times that of the falling edge time. This is
illustrated in figure 2.15.

Consider in detail the rising edge at V. The current supplied by 12 causes
the output to rise from 0.3 V to 5 V. as shown in figure 2.16a. It is usual to cal.
culate edge times from the 10 per cent to 90 per cent points on the output wave-
form, as many edges are exponential in shape and take a disproportionately long
time to settle to their final value. Applying this to the depletion load inverter,
the rise time is the time for the output to rise from 0.8 V to 4.5 V.

V.

r-II T2lI
It
I I

v 	 TI	 co,t

ov

Figure 2.14 Current flow during edge times: rising edge current flow,
1. current flow during falling edge

)fgure 2.15 Output response to an input,step
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Figure 2.16 Rise time behaviour: (a) rising edga (b) circuit approximation

During the output rIse, 12 is saturated until the output reaches 1 V and
thereafter is in the resistive mode. Thus the rise time can be split into two
regions: t I is the time for the output to rise from 0.8 V to 1 V where 12 is in
the saturated mode, and t2 is the time for the output to rise from I V to 4.5 V
where T2 operates in the resistive mode. It will be appreciated, from figure
2.16a, that since the initial part of the rise at V.ut is fast in comparison with
the latter parts and since the output voltage change during ti is sm1 in com-
parison with the voltage change during t2, the rise time is effec*ively'determined
by t2 and t 1 can be neglected.

The calculation of t2 is most easily approached by replacing 12 with a con-
stant resistance R which is used to represent the transistor's behaviour in the
resistive region of the characteristic. The resistance's characteristic is shown as a
dotted line on figure 2.17. It has been obtained by drawing a straight line
between the origin and the pinch-off point. Using this approximation to tran-
sistor behaviour, a value of R (applicable to any NMOS transistor) can be
obtained.

R 
pinch-off voltage =	 (V - V1)

pinch-off current	 en (W) (V1
2D

—V
2D(L)	 C	 •
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Figure 2.17 Characteristic approximation

Considering transistor 12 and substituting for V, V(d and ep/D, the
resistance , can beexpres$ed in terms of T2's aspect ratio

I	 '
kn

20

(W2/L2)JO	
(W3/L3)

Thus the equivalent circuit during time t2 simplifies to an RC network, as
shown in figure 2.16b. The output voltage açross,such a network, where
ihe, initial vQltage across the capacitor is Vi and the final voltage is Vi,, is given
by

V0 = V9 — (V - V) expt—t/(Rc,)J

The time for the output to reach 45 V with an initial output of I V is

4.5 = 5 (5 -

giving .	: 	 ' S

12 =.2.08RC01

If C0 is in picofarads and R in kilohms, then r 2 3s"given in: nanoseconds. Sub-
stituting for T2's value of R, the rise time is
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42C0
flS

(W2/L2)

From previous considerations concerning the current drive capability of TI
relative to T2 1 the fall time If is

'	
s	 5(W2/L3)42C0

6k 6(W11L1)(W21L2)

35CO3 ns
(W,/L1)

The expression for the fall time .agrees well with results obtained by simu-
lating the inverter circuit. However, the expression for the rise time Is not so
accurate as the body effect is significant for 12. As the output rises, the threshold
of 12 rises, reducing the current in 12. This increases the time necessary to
charge the output capacitance. Simulation results for the inverter show that

tr = 6000t
(W2/L2)

is more appropriate for the rise time.
In a fabrication process where the minimum allowable gate width or length

is 6 tim, an invertr having Ti and 12 aspect ratios of 31I and 1/2 respectively
will have a typical input capacitance of 0.05 pF and an output capacitance of
0.1 pF. Thus the circuit exhibits a rise time of 12 ns and a fall time of 1.2 na.

The speed at which the circuit operates is dominated by the load capacitance.
In practice, the output of a circuit drives other inputs and each input causes an
increase in the load capacitance and hence the edge times. The absolute maxi-
mum frequency (in hertz) at which a circuit can operate Is 11(t, + t) so, taking
the capacitance flgures of the last example, an inverter driving a similar inverter
has a total load capacitance oIO.15 pF and an upper frequency limit of 50 MHz.

2.11 Ratióed and Ratiokss Design

It is clear that for NMOS inverters with an NMOS depletion or enhancement
load, it is necessary to choose suitable gate geometry ratios for both the load
and drive transistors in order to obtain the desired low level output. Such
designs are therefore called 'ratloed' circuits.

It should be noted that the width-to.length ratio of a transistor is an important
design characteristic of MOS circuits. This ratio determines the circuit speed, as
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edge times are inversely proportional to aspect ratios. The power dissipation is
also determined by the gate geometry, since the current flow through a device is
proportional to its aspect ratio.

Ratioless designs are obtained by implementing the inverter load of figure
2.10 with a digital switch where the load switch and the driver switch are never
simultaneously closed. Consider that the Load and driver switches operate in
antiphase, as shown In figure 2.18. A high input causes the driver switch to
close and the load switch to remain open, V, is connected to 0 V. A low input
closes the load switch and opens the driver switch, V is connected to V, -

cv

Figure 2.18 Rauoless inverter design

Since only one switch is normally closed at a time no current flows between
V, and DV. Thus there is no static power dissipation Ho'ever, note that when
the circuit changes state,both switches may become closed,: causing a transient
current to flow.

The switches are implemented with . MOS transistors and, because the load
and driver transistors are never on simultaneously, the correct output levels are
obtained regardless of the transistor aspect ratios For this reason such circuits
are described as ratiole s

2A2 The cMOS inverte;

The complementary-channel MOS or, CMOS inverter is shown in figure 2.19. It
has an n . hanne1 enhancement transistor as he dnver switch and a p channel
enhancement device as the load switch 	 is assumed that the substrate of TI is
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connected to 0 V and 12's substrate to Vi,. The threshold of TI, Vte, is the
minimum gate-source voltage at which TI conducts, while 12's threshold,

the minimum source-gate voltage at which it turns on.

V, .5V

p T2

L9 r S
El

Figure 2.19 CMOS inverter

A low input voltage of 0 V causes TI to be off since the input is less than
Ti's threshold ,. 12 is on as its source-gate voltage is 5 V, which exceeds its
I V threshold. The current flowing through 12 is the leakage current of Ti
which is very small. Thus V d of 12 is 0 Wand V.ut is 5 V; 12 is in the resistive

mode.
For a high input voltage of S V. TI is on since the input exceeds its threshold

voltage. 12 is off since its source-gate voltage is 0 V, which Is below its 1 V
threshold. Again, the only current flowing is a very small leakage current (of
T2), to Vd, of TI and hence V, equal 0 V; TI is in the resistivemode.

If the current capability of Ti and 12 during switching is the same, then the
rising and falling edge times are approximately equal. When Ym changes from a
!ow to a high level instantaneously, Ti turns on and 12 turns off. The load
capacitance on the output discharges from S V to 0 V via Ti. TI is-saturated
until the output falls to 4 V and thereafter is in the resistive region. Its V is

S V throughout the fall time.
Similarly, when VM changes from high to low instantaneously, TI turns off

and T2 turns on. The load capacitance on the output charges from 0 V to 5 V
via T2. During the rise, 12 is saturated until the outpet reaches I V and there-
after is in the resistive mode.,V of T2 is 5 Vthroughout the output rise.

Equations (2.3) and (!.5) are used to find the saturation current of the tran-
sistors and equating these currents yields
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2D\L 1) " 2P

(W1/L1)

(W2/L2)

Since the mobility of holes is only approximately half that of electrons, it is
necessary to make the aspect ratio of 12 twice that of Ti to obtain equal edge
times. It will be assumed throughout the rest of this section that Ti's aspect ratio
is i/I and 12's aspect ratio is 2/1. It is ckarly advantageous in terms of the silicon
area occupied to use minimum-sized transistors where possible and Ti can have
minimum dimensions.

TI and 12 both act as drivers and accept or supply current to charge the load
capacitance when the gate switches. Edge times in CMOS approximate to the
failing edge time for an NMOS inverter with a depletion load. Thus

I	
35C, 

ns ,'t
(WilL1)

where c0 is the output load capacitance in pF.
To understand the gate behaviopr during switching, it ls.helpfui to examine

the , gate transfer cba.racte.dstlp (V; versus V) and the variation of circuit
current with input voltage. The easist. way of determining these features is
graphically. This Is d9neby first plottirgT1'sI versus V4,5 curves for different
values of V11 'above the threshold. Effectively, this is a graph of the circuit
curent'i versusKout for various vajues,of V. The . resulting curves are shown
with broken lines ln.figure 220..It-will be noted th1 the behaviour below'pinch.
off is t*en to be linear. This assumption has a negjigible effect upon the transfer
and çunen,t characteristics to be obtained and greatly simpIiflesthe preparation
and plotting of the family of curves for ijie transistors. Table 2.1 illustrates the
simple calculations from which de curves for TI have been drawn in figure 2.20.

Next'; the . curves for 12 are superimposed on those for TI. Here,, V of T2
is 5 ^:Vj,, V,,, of T2 is 5— and'the.,current I d is the circuit current I.
Thus the T2:Cuflfes.Cafl beexpresse4 in terms of V0 , versus! for different
values of VM . These are shown in figure 2.20 as solid. lipes and table 2i shows in
detail the calculations necessary to 4raw the curves. Again the behaviour below
pinch-Off isassume4 to be linear.	 •.

By reading vaIues.of t1e superimposed characteristicplots for It and 12,
versus 'Van4'J versus Vrn'can'be fqund, For example, when VM 2 V

figure '2.20 shows that .. the TI . curve for this value of input, intersects ,the T2
curve for V	 2 V . at a V of 4.5 V a 4.acircuit curnt of 15 pA. It can also
be seen that at this operating point, TI is saturated and 12 is resistive.	 -
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Table 2.1 Current and voltage calculations for CMOS ipverter

Transistor Ti

(W1/L 1 ) 1/1,qi,JD 30$4AfV2 , Vie of TI IV
SaturationJi	 15(V - I)' pA
Pinch-off occurs when Vd, V - I

V, V01 Vd5 , I = 'di

V Pinch-off V45 Saturation 14
(V)	 (V)

2	 .1	 .15
2.5	 1.5	 33.8
3	 2	 60
4	 3	 135
5	 4	 240

Transistor 72

( W21L 2)'' 2/1, e.z,/i= 15 ILA/V2 , Vt of T2 1 V
Saturation I d = 15(V, - 1)2 pA
Pinch-off occurs when V, j V% -

V Pinch-off V d Sarurarion4j V-	 V01 at

pinch-off
(V)	 (V)	 V)	 (V)

2	 1	 15	 3	 4
2.5	 1.5	 33.8	 2.5	 33
3	 2	 60	 2	 3-,°
4	 3	 -	 135	 1	 2
5	 4	 240	 0	 .1

Figure 2.21, a and b, show the resulting	 versus Vi,, and I versus

curves obtained from figure 2.20. It can be seen from the transfer characteristic
that there is a very sharp transition in V0 at V1, = V/2. During this transition,
both TI and 12 are saturated and the current I rises to 33.8 pA. The frequency
of switching therefore determines the overall power dissipation. The power
dissipated is also dependent upon the value of I's,. A greater value for V, in-
creases the current capability, reducing the switching time at the expete of an
increased power dissipation. Nowada ys. it is common practice to operate CMOS
logic from a 5 V supply: 	 ..
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Figure 2.21 Characteristic curves for the CMOS inverter: (a) transfer charac-
teristic. (b) current versus V
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2.13 NMOS Pass Transistors

Another important and fundamental MOS circuit is that ot the pass transistor.
Here the device acts as a voltage-controlled switch, allowing thedevice's input to
be selectively transmitted to its output. Figure 2.22 shows an NMOS pass tran-
sistor; it consists of a minimum geometry n-channel enhancement device. It is
usual not to label the input and output terminals, as both can act as the drain or
source, depending on the applied and existing voltages. The load capacitance
C is the capacitance inherent in the circuit and will include the capacitance of
any gates driven from V, It should be emphasised that Cout is not a discrete
capacitor.

W/L - 1/1
V., -IV

V.	 11.L

-1;: - TCo,.,

Figure 2.22 NMOS pass transistor

Assume, as before, that a low logic level is 0 V and a high level is V,. The
state of the switch is controlled by the level of f. If 0 is low then transistor T is
off, regardless of the logic levels existing at Vib or V,,,t . Since there is no con-
nection between V, and V , V,.i remains at its existing voltage. This output
level is maintained as charge on C, and, since the. leakage current from this
point is very small, the voltage will decay towards 0 V at a slow rate.

When 0 goes high to Vi,, the transistor T turns on and the action now depends
on the value of Vi, and the initial value of V01 . There are four cases.

(a) Vi, OV, initial V=0V
No current flows through the device as its Vd1 is 0 V. Hence V.,, t remains at
o V.
(b) V1,, V9 , initial V, = 0 V

Current flows from Vi. to causing V,,, to rise-as CO3, 1 is charged. Here the
input acts as the drain and the output as the source. Initially V is V, but as the
output rises, the gate-source voltage drops and the rise at V0 ,1 is halted when
V —.V = 0 V. The rise is-exactly analogous to the high level output from an
NMOS inverter with an NMOS enhancement load.. Tti'us, as V01 rises, the
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thiioId voltageiises because of the body effect (section 2.3) and consequently
V0 only rises to 3.12 V if V, is* S V.
(c) Initial V = V -
No current flows as V - Yti 1st) V VDt remains at V, - Vie.
(d) V 0 V, initial V = V— Yt.
Current flows from V0 to YM causing V, to discharge to 0 V; Here the out-
put acts as the 'drain and, the input as the source. Since Via is constant'át V.
during the discharge time, the fall time at V,,,t is considerably faster than the
rise time encountered in case (b).

The pass transistor or transmission gate can be regarded as passing an input
value to the output under the control of the input 0. Such gates perform the and
function during the application of 0. Pass allow the designer to
implement this function in a much smaller silicon area than other designs allow.
This arises because the pass transistor can be of minimum geometry whereas
the conventional NMOS implementation is a ratioed design of three devices
requiring interconnections between the different layers of the transistor struc-
ture; the saving in area is by approximately a factor of 18. However, it should
be noted that the pass transistor is a dynamic circuit and once the transistor is
off, the output state is held as charge on the capacitor C,. This state is only
temporary since there is a small amount of leakage current through the tran-
sistor, causing a high level output to slowly decay to  V. Dynamic logic circuits
therefore have a minimum frequency of operation (typically 5 Kl-Lz') In order to
avoid a significant deterioration of the output signal.

Pass transistors can be connected to other pass transistors in a chain, as shown
in figure 2.23. As the input passes down the chain, the delay gets progressively
longer because of the capacitance of each device output. At the end of the
chain, the logic level is normally restored by an NMOS inverter with a depletion
load. With a Yj. Of 3.12 V, an inverter ratio of 11.3  is necessary to produce a
low level output of 0.3 V from the restoring inverter.

11	 12	 13	 14
V	 LI	 jJ -::LJ	 ]J..	 V0.,

T-T.II..

Figure 2.23 A chain of pass transistors
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The reader should be aware of one further effect of using pass transistors.
Consider figure 2.22 with the control input at V, and the output at V, - Vi,.
There Is a small capacitance, C. between the gate and the output as a result of
a slight overlap of these features in the transistor structure. Thus, removing the
signal 0 Is equivalent to applying a negative step of voltage to two capacitors
C, and Cow th series. as shown in figure 2.24.	 .

This causes V to fail V (CJ(C + C)). C for a minimum geometry
device where L* W a 6inn Is typically 0.002SpF and C Is of the order of
0.1 pF if V,,t drives a restoring inverter. Thus a 5 V fall in 0 causes a drop of
0.12 Vat V, reducing the high level V.,t to about 3 volts.

vP—	
vo

CW
MM C.2

0V

FLgzue 2.24 Effect of removing the control Input in a pass transistor

2.14 Itatlolea. NMOS Inverter

An example demonstrating NMOS pass transistor features is the ratioless NMOS
inverter (see figure 2.25). Referring to figures 2.18 and 2.25, the load switch
consists of transistor T3 while the series combination of transistors TI and 12
form the driver switch. The peration relies on the use of phased clocks which
ensure that the load and driver Switches are not closed simultaneously. Only one
of 01 and 02 is high at any time, so 13 is off if 12 is on and vice versa. Thus the
design is ratiolcss and all transistors can be minimum geometry NMOS enhance-
ment devices.

Taking 01 high turns 13 on. 12 is off because 02 is low and hence, regardless
of the level at 1'M' there is no conduction path between V,,,it and 0 V. Thus the
capacitance inherent In the circuit at V.,,t is charged via pass transistoi T3 to
V - V,. Again, because of the body effect, V ut only rises to 3.12 V; the
output is always pre-charged high during 01. Once 01 is removed, T3 turns off.
In the period before 02 goes high, both 01 and 02 are low and all transistors
connected to the output are off. The output state Is indicated by the charge
stored on
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Figure 2.25 NMOS ratioless inverter

When 02 is applied, 12 turns on. T3 is off since 01 is low, so there is no
conduction path between V.A and V. The circuit action now depends on the
level at Vin during 02. if V, is low, Ti is off so there Is no conduction path
between V and 0 V; V remains high. However, if V1 is high both Ti and
12 are on and C t discharges via the series pass transistor chain TI and T2 to
OV;V becomes 0V.

When 02 is removed, both 12 and 13 are off so that the output state is again
indicated by the charge on C4,.,. Thus 01 and 02 have to be regularly applied to
avoid a toss of state at the output as a result of charge leakage. It should be
noted that the application and removal of the phased clocks will cause small
variations in the output voltage, owing to capacitive coupling between them
and V. Clearly, the output Is valid— that is, ir is-the inverse of the input -
only between the application of 02 and 01. Between the application of 01 and
02, the output is always high. Pre-charging via a single transistor is of particular
use in CMOS circuits as it eliminates the need for a complex puP-up circuit.

2.15 CMOS Pass Gate

Figure 2.26 shows a CMOS transmission gate consisting of an NMOS device with
a V, threshold and a PMOS device with a Vt., threshold connected in parallel.
When 0 i low, both transistors are off and the output level remains coflSt3flt.

When is taken high, both devices turn on. Again there are four cas to
consider.
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ye",

iure 2.26 CMOS	 Ite

(a) VbOV,tialVt"OV
The drain and source potentials of each ut.ce ar
V,),, t remains at 0 V.	 .
(b) V=Vp,inIti4Vou,=Vp
Again -the draiii and source pdientials of 11 and 12 are equal, so no current
flows and V ut remains at V9.
(c) VV,,initialV0."OV
Here V acts as the drain of TI and the Oburce of f2. Current flows from Vi,,
to V, causing V rise asihe capaj;jtart"- C,),g on the outt charges up.
V, of T2 is V9 thxoughqut this rise, while V1 of 11 is initially V. but decreases
as V.ut rises. At Vowt a V -	 the NM OS transisSor turns off and V0,,

contiluesto rise td g , via T2.
(d)Vjii OV, initial VtaVp
Vi, acts as the source of Ti atd the drain of 12. Current flo*s from V. ut to
V, c?using V.ut to fall as COt discharges. V,of Ti is constant at V. during
the fall, while V,1 of 12 is initially Vp but decreases as V.,jt falls. At V ut
Vi,,,, the P7IOS device turns off and V. continues to fall to  V via TI.

2.16 Buffer Circuits

Some gaze outputs in a design, for example clock signals, need to be, connected
to a large number of gates and thus drive a large capaèitive load. The effect of an
output driving many inputs directly an be seen from the edge time results
obtained in section 2.10. Here it was found that.
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•	 cout
edge time U -

where W/L is the pull-down transistor aspect ratio.
Thus the edge, time increases in proportion to the capacitance driven, and

soon becomes unacceptably slow. This speed loss can be avoided by suitably
increasing the width-to-length ratio of 

all 
transistors in the driving gate; this

increases its current capability. Unfortunately, this increase in the dimensions
of the driver gate causes its input capacitance to rise. This in turn increases the
loading on its preceding gate, causing an unacceptable loss of speed here.

n'(W/L)

nW/L)	 '	 n2(W/L)

C. 

W/L 

C_, nc,	 nc^,	 n1c. >n?C—,. n-1c..

Cd

0 

Figure 2.27 Buffer gate chain

For these reasons, 'a large capacitive toad cannot be directly driven from a
standard gate output. Instead, a buffer chain is used, as shown in figure 2.27.
The aspect ratio of each gate in the chain is larger by a factor is than those of the
preceding gate. This increase in dimensions causes the input and output capaci-
tance of a gate to be is times that of the preceding gate. These are indicated on
figure 2.27 relative to the input and output capacitance, C1 and C, of gate I.
If the number of stages in the chain, m, is chosen so that the capacitance Cd 10

be driven by gate in is n times this gate's input capacitance, then the load capa-
citance on each output increases by a factor of  at each stage and

Cd =

giving

,= 
log(CJC,,,,)

loge n
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The effect of this cascade arrangement upon the edge times can be estimated
from the aspect ratio and load capacitance of each gate in the chain. The load
capacitance of gate us n' 1 (C01 + nC) and its aspect ratio is n11 (W/L). So

S-lii,	 I'
edge time of gate i U	 'out

(W/L)

W/L

This expression is independent of the gate's position in the chain and thus the
edge time is the same for each buffer gate. This is to be expected since, although
the capacitance increases by- a factor of n at each stage, the current capability
at each stage increases by the same factor. 	 -

The edge time can be regarded as a measure of the delay through a gate and
Sc' the delay rd through the chain is 	 -

Id 4X 

(CO31 + nCj,)n
W/L

Substituting in loge (CdC1j/loL n form gives

td 
(C + nC) log(C/C)

(W/L)loLn

coutICln + n
log, n

Differentiating this expression with respect to n yields

dtd	 log. n—(CIC+n)/n.

d.n	 -	 (log. n)2	- 	 -

Taking C ut as 0.1 pF and C,, as 0.05 pE and then equating dtd /dn to zero to
obtain a value torn which minimises the delay, the optimum value for n is 4.3.
If this is adopted the number of stages is log, (Cd /CM )/1 .46. Thus a75 pF load
representing 1500 driven gates requires a five-stage chain: In practice, the silicon
area occupied by such a chain soon becomes significant and it is necessary to
accept an increased delay in orderto reduce the area and the number of stages
required.	 -	 -

In NMOS, the rise and fall timed are unequal. It is therefore usual to imple-
ment buffer gates with superbuffer circuits which have approximately equal rise
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and fall times. In the non-inverting superbuffer of figure 2.28. TI and 12 form
an NMOS invertor. Hence Vin is applied to T3's gate and V,.. to 14's gate. Thus
for a high and low level input, V0 = Vm and V of T4 is approximately 0 V.
An inverting superbuffer is obtained by exchanging the connections from TI and
12 to T3 and T4.

VP

0 

Figure 2.28 NMOS non-inverting auperbuffer

The advantage of the superbuffer lies in its action when it switches state. In
figure 2.28, when V, is taken high, V falls rapidly to 0.3 V. turning T3 off.
T4 is on and supplies current to the load capacitance on V0 , causing to
rise. Initially, the gate-source voltage of 14 rises to 5 V and thus 14 can supply
more current than the conventional depletion load such as 12 where the gate is
connected to the source. Comparing the ratio of the maximum  current that can
be supplied by T2 and T4 at the commencement of an output voltage rise (see
figure 2.29)

'dS (14)	 1(V - V,d) V& - V,/2 J for 14

'ds (T2)	 (V - V,d )2 /2 for T2

= (5+4)5-25/2	 4-
16/2	 I

Clearly, 'c ratio decreases as the source voltage rises. The improved current
capability ot T4 compared with a conventional depletion load leads to a reduction
in the rise ime and simulation shows that the edge times for the superbuffer
circuit of figu... 2.28 are approximately equal.
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 5Vd LT4[ .	
- 	 V0,Ov-v

Saturated	 Resistive

Figure 2.29 Comparing a superbuffer load current with a conventional load
current

Other buffer circuits required in a design are the circuits necessary to inter-
face a design to circuitry external to the chip. Here a power and ground pad plus
input and output drivers are required. These are normally available as part of a
standard library ofuser functions. Input pads normally consistof a circuit which
limits the voltage and current that can be applied to the gate of a transistor.
Such protection circuits prevent the breakdown of input transistors arising from
large voltages generated by electrostatic charge. Output pads need to drive
external circuitry and hence have to be capable of driving a large capacitive load.
Thus their circuitry consists of a buffer gate chain, such as that described in
this section.
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